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Minutes of the OTTA Board of Directors Meeting 
April 11, 2023 

 
 
Board Members Present: 
Ray Clark, Brad Neuman, Anne Giffels, Marya Lucas (via phone), Elaine Frei, Zac 
Bleicher, Beth Burk, Alan Lougee, Carly Jenkins 
 
Board Members Absent: 
Dave Montgomery, Aneta Tomaszkiewicz 
    
Others Present: 
Shel Beugen, Jane Bachmann, Barb Guttman 
 
Meeting called to order at 7:00PM. 
 
Approval of Minutes: 
Minutes approved with corrections. 
 
Treasurer’s Report by Brad: 
The cash balance is up substantially, having grown in March from $607,000 to 
$752,000, due to the art fair booth fees. This will likely be the highest cash balance for 
this year.  Between now and the end of the fiscal year, the plan has cash going down by 
$73,000. 
 
The Art Fair income for this fiscal year is now within $500 of the budget. As to income 
for the year, fundraising is a $20,000 unfavorable variance, as it was budgeted for 
March. Membership dues had been on budget, but March shows an almost $900 
negative variance. Though the dollars are not significant, the trend is a bit 
concerning. For example, in September we were receiving about 141% of budget, but 
the percentage decreased steadily and by March dues dropped to 32% of budget. That 
should be examined. 
 
Neighborhood Improvements shows a favorable $12,000 variance, but we need input 
from Alan as to whether that will be spent on bricks and trees before July 31. 
The other major favorable variance is almost $37,000 for Major Projects. Carly said the 
website will come in on budget at $10,000, so that will go against the $37,000, leaving 
instead a $27,000 favorable variance. Let Brad know of any anticipated expenditures for 
Major Projects. Overall, we are $62,000 better than the budget. We remain in a very 
strong financial position. 
 
Accessibility Report by Ray: 
The carpenter who handled the failed door re-swing in the south bathroom was emailed 
and contacted multiple times via text for a revised bid to fix the issue. He has been slow 
to respond. He was asked to submit the revised bid or provide a refund; he said he 
would like to submit the revised bid. Following discussion, the Board decided to give the 
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carpenter until Friday to do so. The committee obtained contact information from 
several other neighbors for the ADA building entryway construction. Other items on the 
agenda include fixing tripping hazards on the sidewalks and fixing curb cuts, adding an 
ADA parking space in front, and adding a doorbell to the entryway to aid the disabled 
entering the building.  
 
Anne discussed accessibility as it relates to the Art Fair. They added accessible porta 
potties and identified accessible bathrooms. They have marked entrances/exits that are 
not accessible. They have added alt text to Art Fair materials and the website.  
 
Art Fair Report by Anne: 
There is a revenue shortfall due to decreased sponsorship fees, but Anne expects to 
recover the revenue and has already done so in part through Friends of the Fair. The 
sponsors are expected to be over budget due to strong interest in the fair. One hundred 
percent of the booth fees are in, but there may be cancellations and artists on the 
waiting list paying additional fees. There are generally no refunds for booth fees.    
 
Other than that, the committee is very busy, and they need volunteers. They are looking 
for garden walk participants. In the written Art Fair Committee Report, Anne noted the 
various budgetary matters in more detail and reported on the expected food vendors.  
 
Art Gallery & Directors Report by Barb: 
There will be an opening on Sunday from 2pm to 4pm. Please stop by, as the artists 
love to be acknowledged. Classes continue, and money is coming in for Earth Day, the 
wine tasting, and the Art Fair. 
 
Community Safety Report by Dave (read into the record): 
There will be a community safety meeting on April 20 at the Triangle. They are working 
on affixing address numbers to alley-facing structures/garages to make it easier for 
emergency responders. Address numbers are available in the office. 
 
Events Report by Marya: 
There will be a wine event Thursday, April 13. The events committee is covering much 
of the cost of the wine tasting. There are currently 53 people attending. The event will 
be capped at 65 people. The Board discussed membership as it relates to events, and 
agreed charging flat fees without regard to membership would be a good idea now. 
However, the Board agreed to review this approach on an event-by-event basis. There 
will also be an events committee meeting on Thursday, April 20, at 5:15pm/5:30pm at 
the Triangle building. 
 
Grants Report by Zac: 
Interviews are starting and the committee will have a more detailed report at the next 
meeting.  
 
HDPZ Report by Beth: 
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Beth circulated the minutes of the HDPZ meeting. HDPZ had a number of community 
residents attend. They expressed interest in the committee and in remaining informed of 
Fern Hill matters. They discussed cafe permit applications, and there was no negative 
input, which is a fact Beth shared with the alderman. 
 
Membership Report by Elaine: 
Elaine is coordinating a get-together. 
 
Neighborhood Improvements Report by Alan: 
The committee had a meeting today. The big event is Wednesday, April 19, Earth Day. 
They will be at Ella Jenkins and Ogden Park. The purpose will be to dig a trench to 
capture run-off topsoil and spread ground-cover. They have 17 volunteers for Earth Day 
and two shifts. In addition, the committee is working on planter boxes for the OTTA 
building. They also discussed sculptures. They are buying two new garbage cans. They 
will cancel the spraying of the crab apple trees since the trees are old and not doing 
well.  
 
Strategic Planning Report by Brad: 
There were 22 attendees at the March retreat. They focused on two things: (1) revising 
the mission, vision and values and (2) refining the major initiatives to be developed 
between April and July. Brad asked that the work groups next develop proposals for the 
July meeting with pros, cons, and estimated resources to execute the proposals. 
 
Brad presented two options for the revised mission statement that emerged from the 
retreat and strategic planning.  
Option 1 was:  We enable all who own, rent, live, or work in the Old Town Triangle to 
connect, collaborate, and care for our community. 
Option 2 was: We enable all who live and work in the Old Town Triangle to connect, 
collaborate, and care for our community. 
 
Beth moved to add an option 3.  
Option 3 was: We enable all who live, rent, and work in the Old Town Triangle to 
connect, collaborate, and care for our community. 
 
Board members discussed the various perceptions flowing from the different options 
and whether one mission statement was more inclusive or exclusive than the other. 
Some worried that renters (forming 78% of Old Town housing) would feel excluded if 
not identified in the mission statement, while others worried that identifying them would 
by default exclude other groups. Following discussion, Brad moved for a vote, and a 
majority voted for Option 2 to serve as the mission statement. 
 
Brad then moved to approve the revised vision and values, as presented. As to the 
values section, Carly expressed concerns over the word “transparency,” given that it 
had been misused in the past, and the word “safety,” given that it conveyed some level 
of responsibility on the part of the OTTA. Zac moved to amend the values section to 
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delete “Safety” and “Transparency,” and the Board voted in favor of that amendment 
and the remaining vision and values text.  
 
New Business: 
Ray handed out information on the rules of engagement and orientation. Full discussion 
of the materials was saved for the future. Beth suggested excising the sample codes of 
conduct from the packet until/unless we adopt our own code. How to handle the code of 
conduct and understanding fiduciary responsibilities was discussed at some length but 
also saved for future discussion. 
 
In a separate matter, a resident was towed on the north side of Eugenie by the LaSalle 
School. There’s some concern that LaSalle gets preference in parking during the school 
year. There was a suggestion of discussing the matter with the surrounding neighbors 
and then the school. Carly volunteered to address this matter. 
 
Meeting Adjourned at 8:39 PM. 
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